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0 ABSTRACT 

Tms document provides guide1ines for planning, conducting, and reporting thermal tests on 
trans~ort packages for radioactive material. Test condilions and acceptance criteria ue for the 
hypothelical accident conditions specified in Part 7 I of Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations 
(JO CFR 1/). All Type B pack.es for transport of mioactive material must be tested to these 
conditions, by physical or analytical test~ and meet the acceptance criteria for certification by a 
U.S. regulatory a~cy as being in compliance with federal safety standards. The principal 
objee1ive of this Thermal Test Guide (TTG) il to provide an applicant with general 
recor .;nendations for development of a physical test program. Also, the 'l'TG is in accord with 
rhe generid philosophy for reviewing safety analysis reports for packaging and provides a common 
basis for applicants and reviewers. As there can be a large variety of package designs, the 1TG is 
not all-inclusive. An applicant should appropriately apply the TTG to e11Sure acceptable test 
conditions and results for a _particular package design. Recommended test conditions are based 
on a proposed ruling of /0 CFR 71 that was published in the U.S. federal Register. Thermal 1es1 
conditions in the proposed naJing exceed those specified in the cun-ent ruling. AJ50, they are 
effectively equivalent to thennal test conditions specified by the ln1emational Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA) for Type B packages. Thus, by following the TIO recommendations, an 
applicant would be a&&ured of meeting future JO CFR 71 requirements and also complying with 
IAEA requirements. 
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Applicant 

CFR 

Containment system 

Contents 

Contents heat 

DOE 

DOT 

Hypothetical accident 

lAEA 

NRC 

Package 

Packz.ging 

Production package 

Regulator 

GLOSSARV 

The maximum activity of special-form radioactive material per
mitted in a Type A package. (A1 values are given in Appendix A of 
10<;:FR 11.) 

The maximum activity of radioactive material, other than special
form radioactive material, pennitted in a Type A package. (A2 
values are given in Appendix A of 10 CFR 71 .) 

The organization or person making appJica1ion to a U.S. agency 
(e.g., the Depanment of Energy or the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission) for certification and permit to transport radioactive 
material in a Jesignated package. 

U.S. Code of Federal Regulations 

The packaging assembly (vessel, seals, closure, valves, etc.) 
designed to contain rcdioactive material during transpon in 
compliance with JO CFR 7 J and other applicable U.S federal 
regulations. 

Material contained by the containment system. This includes 
radioactive material, absorbent material. spacing structures, and 
fluids. 

The heat generated &om nuclear decay, chemical activity, and 
other heat sources of contents. 

U.S. Department of Energy 

U.S. Department ofTransponation 

A severe transponadon accident represented by package test 
conditions specifted in JO CFR 7 J. 

International Atomic Energy Agency 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

The packaging and its radioactive contents as presented for 
transport. 

The assembly of components necessary to ensure compliance with 
the packaging requirements of JO CFR 7 J. 

The assembled package intended for transport of radioactive 
material. 

A U.S. regulatory agency that is responsible for review and 
approval of applications for certification of packagings. 
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Safety Analysis Repon 

Special fonn 

Subcriticality 

Test package 

Type A package 

Type B package 

JOCFR 71 

10 CFR 71.73(a) 

A document ·,hat erovides a comprehensive technical evaluation and 
review of the design, testing. operational procedures, maintenance 
procedures. and quality assurance program for a package. The 
purpose of the repon is 10 demonsirate compliance with the DOE 
regulatory safety standards equivalent to those established by the 
NRC for approving packagings and is:;uing cenificates of 
compliance. 

Radioactive materi:il that satisfies the radioactive material 
conditions defined in IO CFR 71.4. 

The condh,on of a nuclear system in which the rate of production 
of fission neutrons is lower than in the previous generauon due to 
neutron leakage und poisons. As a result of 1his condition. a self
supponing chain reaction cannot be maintained. 

The package (containing simulated radioactive contents) used in the 
acceptance tests defined in this document. 

A package containing radioactive material, the aggregate 
radioactivity of which does not exceed Al for special-form 
radi.>active material or A2 for nonnal-fonn radioactive material. 

A package containing radioactive material. the aggregate 
radioactivity of which exceeds A1 or A2 levels. 

Title JO of the Cede of Fedtral Regula1io11s, Pan 7 I 

JO CFR 71, SectioJl 73. paragraph (a) 
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Q I. INTRODUCTION 

• 
1.1 Background 

Packages to be used for transport of radioactive material must be certified by federal regulators to 
assure protectk,n of public health and safety. The Nuclear R~latory Commission (NRC) 
regulations of JO CFR 71 [Ref. J], the Department of Transportation (DOT) regulations of 49 
CFR 100-199 (Ref. 2], and the Depsrtment of Energy (DOE) orders of DOE S480.J (Ref. J) 
contain standards f'or determining if a certificate of compliance may be issued to applicants for 
domestic transport of packages. Standards for pac.kages for intemauonal transport are defined by 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Safety Standards [Ref. 4), which are effectively 
equivalent to /0 CFR 71 regulations. Th.e standards are based on three main considerations: (I) 
assurance that any release of the contents of a package during either normal or accident 
conditions of transport will not exceed specified limits; (2) protection of the public from external 
radiation; and (3) assurance thei subcrit1cality will be maintained. An applicant must prepare a 
Safety Analysis Report for Packaging (SARP) that addresses these considerations and contains 
sufficient information to ensure that a package design satisfies all applfoab!e U.S. regulatory safety 
standt1rds. Federal regulators must review and approve the SARP before issuing a. cenificate or 
compliance. 

JO CFR 7 J requires that Type B paclcages be subjected to specific tests (physical or analytical) 
that simulate conditions of a hypothetical accident. Four sequential test events defined in Seaion 
73 of JO CFR 7 J (JO CFR 7 I. 73) [Ref 1)1 must be perfonned with a test package. They are: 

(I) a 30-ft free drop onto an unyielding surface 
(2) a 40-in free drop onto a 6-in (1S-cm) diameter pin 
(3) a 30-min engulfing fire 
(4) immersion oTan undamaged package under a head of water of at least 50 ft (15 m). 

The rest requirements may be satisfied by analysis. by physical tests, or by a combination of these 
methods. An applicant may choose the most appropriate method, which may depend on package 
design. available analytical tools, available test facilities, and cost. This guide focuses on the 30-
minute engulfing fire performed by physical testing. 

1,2 Objettin 

The principal objective of this Thermal Test Guide (ITO) is 10 provide applicants with 
infonnation that will help them plan, conduct, and report physical thermal tests performed 
according to the hypothetical accident conditions specified in JO CFR 71.73. Also. the TTG can 
be useful to an applicant in deciding whtch testing method-physical, anaiytical. or a 
combination-would be the most appropriate for a specific package. However. only physical 
testing should be applied to packages that cannot be modeled l>y analysis to adequately predict 
their response to hypothetical accident conditions. 

• A propo5ed ruling or 10 CFR 1 J includes a dynamic crush lcsl in lhc h)-pothclic:al accidcnl sequential testing. 
The proposed ruling oC JOCFR 71.13 is gi,-en in Appcndi:..: A. IAEA accident condition tesis also icquire a 
crush lest wblch is described in Appcndi" B. 



1.3 Si:ope 

The TTO includes general instructions for planning and perfonning physical thermal tests in 
accordance with JO CFR '7 J. 73(c}. Detailed instructions or methods are not prescribed because 
each test will be package-design and test-facility srccific. Also, seJection of specific test 
materials, equipment, instrumentation, or methods wit be dictated by availability of these items 
and their appl1cability to a specific package. Supponing anaJyses are recommended, but the 
analystS methods (e.g., equational, numerical, etc.) are to be selected by the packaging designer. 

1,4 Hypothetical Accident Requirements 

The requirements for applying thermal testing methods to a package, at hypothetical accident 
condicions, are <:.:>ntain~d in .10 CFR 71. 73 [Re[ IJ. NRC Regula1ory Gaides 7.8 and 7.9 ~efs. S 
:,,nd 6] give supponing guidance for applying these requirements. A proposed new ruling for JO 
CFR 71. 73 submitted by the NRC is in closer agreemem with IAEA Safety Standards. (See 
Appendices A and B.) The following is a summary of current NRC requirements for hypothetical 
acc1cient thermal tests. 

Test procedures - Evaluation for hypothetical accident conditions is to be based on 
sequential ae_elication of four tests: (l} free drop. (2) puncture, (3) thermal, and (4) 
imlT'ersion. (The immersion test does not affect the results of the other tests; therefore it 
is not discus11ed in this guide.; 

0 

Test conditions - The ambient air temperature before and after the tests must remain 
constant o1t that value between -29 "C (-20 °F) and +38 °C (100 °F) that is most 
unfavorable for the package under consideration. The initial internal pressure within the 
containment system must be the maximum normal operating pressure unless a lower Q 
internal pressure, consistent with the ambient temperature a55umeLI to precede and 
follow the tests, is more unfavorable. 

Free-drgp le.lit - A free drop of the package through a distance of 9 m (30 ft) omo a flat, 
essentially unyielding horizontal surface, strikir.g the surface in a position for which 
maximum damage is expected. 

Puncture test• A free drop of the package through a distance of I m (40 in) in a position 
for which maximum damage is expected, onto the upper end of a solid, veni~I. 
cylindrical, miJd steel bar mounted on an essentially unyiefding, horizonta) surface. The 
bar must be 15 cm (6 in) in diameter, with the top honzo11.tal and its edge rounded to a 
radius of not more than 6 mm (0.25 in) and of a le,.gth as to cause maximum damage to 
the package, but not less than 20 cm (8 in) long. The long axis of the bar must be 
venical. 

Ibenna: test• EKposure of the whole package for not less than 30 minutes to a heat nux 
not less than that of a radiation environment of 800 "C ( 1475 °F) with an emissivity 
coefficient of at least O. 9. For purposes of calculation, the surface absorptivity must be 
ei:her that value that the package may be expected to possess if exposed to the fire or 
0.8, whichever 1s greater. ln addition, when significant, convective heat input must be 
included on the basis of still, ambient air at 800 °C (1475 °F). Artificial cooling must not 
be applied after cessation of external heat inP.ut, and any combustion of ma1erials of 
construction must be allowed to proceed until it terminates naturally. The effects of 
solar radiation may be neglected pnor to. during, and following the test. 

2 E~~c:d to become cfJ"u,·c al a fi.Jlurc dale. 
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The major difference between proposed and current rulings for 1he thennal test is that a1. 
engulfing hydrocarbon fueVair fire of limiting dimensions is specified in the proposed ruJjng. 
Also, convective heating is to be that value that would actually occur instead of the vaJue from 
ft'ee convection of still ambient air at 800 °C. Moreover, the major difference between the 
proposed ruling for the JO CFR 7l.7J and the IAEA Safety Standar<ls is that the IAEA standards 
require solar \eating after the 30-minute heating period. 

1.S Acceptance C'l'iteria 

~tandards for package approval are specified in Subpart E of JO CFR 7 J. Conlained in the 
subpan are general standards for containment, shielding, a11d subcriticality. 

Containment - R~uirements for Type B packages subjected to the hypothetical accident 
conditions are defined in JO CFR 71.51 as follows: 
1
: •• There would be no escape of krypton .. 85 e,cceeding 10 A2 in one week, no escap~ of 
other radioactive material exceeding a total amount A2 in one week. and no external 
radiation dose rate exceeding one rem/h (lO mSv/h) at I m from the external .surface of 
the package .. .,Compliance with the permitted activity release-limits of this section must 
not depend upon filters or upon a mechanical cooling system." 

Packages for transponinJ plutonium in excess of 20 Ci must meet containment 
requirements as specified 1n JO CFR 71.63: " ... the separate inner container must restrict 
the loss of its contents to not more than A2 in one week." Resulations require that 
packages for transponing plutonium must have two containment symems. 

Shielding - External radiation standards for all packages are dbfined in /0 CFR 71.-17: 
•: .. the radiation level does not exceP.d 20 mrem/h (2 mSv/h) at any point on the 
accessible external surface of the jl~ckage and the transport index ... does not exceed 10." 
Packages transponed as exclusive use hy rail, highway, or water, and which meet 
conditions given in JO CFR 71.47, may have radiation limitr. up to 1000 mrem/h (IO 
mSv/h). 

SubcriticaJity - Standards for subcrlricality during hypo1hetical accident conditions are 
dr.fmed in 10 CFR 71.55 through 71.65: •~ package for the shipment of fissile material 
must be so designed and construc1ed and it\; contents s 1 hu.;tcd that under the 
hypothetical accident conditions, the ~ackage would be subc1itical. For this 
determination, lt must be assumed that: ( 1) the fissile material is in the most reactive 
credible configuration consist~nt with the damaged condition of the package and the 
chemical and physical form of tht. contents, (~) w:1ter moderation occurs to the most 
reactive credible extent consistent with the damaged condition of the i;ackage and the 
physical and the chtnnical and physical form of the contents, and (3) therP. is reflection by 
water on all sides, as cbse as 1s consisterit with the damaged condition of the package." 

-3-
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Q 2. TEST PLAN 

Successful execution of a thermal test program requires forethought and planning, taking into 
account ,ill events that can affect the test results. A test plan document should be prepared to 
address ihe JO CFR 7/ requirements given in Section 1.4 and define how these requirements will 
be met. In addition, a test program must be performed under an approved QA progrBlll. Before 
implementation, the ()lans should be reviewed by independent reviewers for comment and revised 
as appropriate. Reviewers must possess sufficient knowledge related to the subjece material to 
m~e constructive evaluations. 

Should an existing thermal test facility be used, it must be capable of testing packages at 
conditions specified in JO cfr ? I. 73. If a developed applicable test plen exists, the existing test 
plan (or portions of it) may be used in lieu of developing a new plan. 

Recommended topics co inclucii,} in a test plan are: 

(J) 

g~ 
~~l 
~~6 (8 
(9 

(10 
(lll 
(12) 

Scope 
Requirements 
Test method 
Instrumentation plan 
Acceptance plan 
Test procedure 
Test desigii 
Supporting ana~ -,es 
Hazards and safecy 
Quality assurance plan 
Reporting 
Test organization. 

Suggested content for each topic is given in Subsections 2.1-2.12. 

2.1 Scope 

Brieflf describe the purpose and objective of the test, what will be tested, and how and where the 
test wall be performed. 

2.2 Requirements 

State the ra,uirements of JO CFR 7 J and olher applicable requirements that must be satisfied 
during performance of a thermal test. 

2.l Test Metl1od 

Describe how the packase will be tested to satisfy the stared requirement!. Include details of che 
fire facility or O\oen design thst will be used 10 heat the test package and its operation methods. 

2.4 1nstrumentation Plan 

List all measurements to be made during the test. location of the measurements, type of sensors to 
be used, signal readout devices to be used1 and method of converting signals to measurement 
units {e.s .• volts to ternperatur< · ,Ju to pressure, ere.}. Measurement accuracies and expected 
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induced errors should also be addressed (e.g., errors caused by heat transfer in sensor lead wires, Q 
poor thennal contact between sensors and package component, or other temperature..induced 
errors). Methods to be implemented for sensor calibrations should be described. (Discussions of 
test measurements and sensor selections are presented in Section 4.) 

2,5 Acceptance Evaluation 

Describe the meahod of acceptance evaluation that will be used to determine if the package desit;n 
meets the acceptance criteria for containment, shielding, and subcriticality (see Sections l.S 
and 5). 

2,6 Test Procedure 

Give a deaailed test procedure that includes all pre-test, test, and post-test activities. Include 
contingency plans for unexpected events or deviations. Include a step-by-step procedure for test 
personnel to follow with sufficient detail to mir:imize possible confbsion during performance of 
the test. 

l.7 Test Design 

Describe aJI fixtures. $Upports, equipment, and instnnnentation that will be used in the test. If 
contents heat must be simulated, describe rhe mdhod to be e;:ii,llied (see Section 3.2.3). Include 
appropriate drawings. Give sufficient detail for test personnel to assemble the test setup. 

2.8 Suppvrting Analyses 

Present the method and results of analyses performed in ~upport of the test plan. The objective of 
the analyses is to ensure thal a thermal test can be conducted successfully and the expense of 
conducting a tesc will not be wasted. The melhod, degree of acr.uracy, and extent of the analyses 
are optional, but for most test parameters, approximations are sufficient. The following analyses 
are recor.-.mended. 

• Detennine thP. ambient air temperature between-29 °C (-20 °F) and +38 °C {100 °F) that 
will result in the most unfavt)rable initial and final conditi\lns for the package (see~ 
conditio115 in Section 1.4). 

• Determine if the initial internal pressure within the containment system must be the 
maximum norrnal operating preHure or must be a Jower internal pressure consistent with 
the ambient temperati.re to precede and follt'w the test (see Te1t conditir»M in 
Section 1.4). 

• Estimate the maximum pressure that will occur in the containment system of a test 
package during a therma1 test. 

• Verify that temperatures of package components are expected to remain within 
acceptable limits. 

• Verify that lhe containment system will not leak during the thennal test (e.g., from 
stresses in closure bolts, flanges, or seals). 

• Estimate heat transfer rates to the package and compare to the requirements (see 
Thenna1 test in Seclion 1.4). 
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0 • Estimate operating temperature ranges of instrvmentation sensors and wires and induced 
measuremen~ errors (soe Section 4 for further discussjons). 

2.9 Buards a11d Safety 

Describe aU anticipated hazards that may be present duaing the test program and p,·ovide a safety 
plan to protect teSI personnel. the public, oquipmenr, and property. P.anicularly, hazards 
associated with a flre test must be adcfressed, if this test method is chosen. Also, provisions for 
tenninating the fire either prematvrely or at the oonclusion of the heating period may be 
necessary. In addition, methods for protecting surrounding materials may be needed. If the 
package is to be removed from a fire or oven for cooJin~ a safe method for hndJing the package 
while it i11 hot must be provided. 

AU fluid pressures during the test mtist be within safe limits. Appropriate safety praotices must be 
exercised during use s.nd operation of pressurizP.d systems. Also, measures must be taken to 
c:omply with applicable locaJ, state, and federal occupationaJ safety and health standards and 
environmental protection requirements. 

2.10 Q11ality Assurance Plan 

Present a plan that describes how the thermal test will be planned, conducted, evaluated, a, .:I 
documented as a test record in accordance with JO CFR 71, Subpart H [Ref. I]. ANSI/Asrv: ::: 
NQA-1 [Ref. 7] and NRC Regulatory Guide 7.10 [Ref. 8] may be used as a guide to implement a 
Quality Assurance Plan to satisfy regulatory requirements. The principal focus for the Qualicy 
Assurance Plan must be to assure that the test package idly represents the productiun packages 
and that all detans of the :est plan are co1Tectly implemented and completed. Perfonnance of 
thermal test activities and test results should be reviewed by an independent authority within the 
applicant's organization to ensure that all test objectives and requirements are met. 

2.11 Reponing 

Present a plan for reporting the results of all activities pertaining to the thermal test. Describe the 
methods to be used for recording and reporting test data and results. Define all supponing 
documents that will be prepared as part of the test program (see Section 6). 

Z. ll Test Organization 

Prepare a list ~f all key personnel who are expected to participate in the thermal test program, 
including their specialities and their assigned responsibilities. 
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3. TEST CONDITIONS 

Many conditions must be satisfied during a thermal test program to satisfy the requiremenrs of 
JO CFR 7/.7J. Sinr,;e the proposed r.Jling for JO CFR '7/ is eKpected tt°' become effective in the 
future (see Appendix A), applicants would be prudent to comply with the proposed ruling as 
much as praa~al. Therefore, test conditions described in the following sections are based on the 
proposed nding. 

3.1 Package Conditions 

A test packase must be a mJl-sr.aJe specimen that represenu aU design features of the transport 
package being considered for certification when prepared for transport'. There is one exception: 
a test iJBckage must no\ cor.tain radioactive or ha:zardou1 materials. Such materials may be 
replaced with suitable nontoxic surrogate materials. However. the mechanical and thennal 
responses of a test package lo the test conditions mus: be nea•(y the sam~ as for a transport 
package. 

Dimensions of components of the test package should include allowed tolerances that result in lhe 
most unfavorable re~ults of the tests. 

3,2 Initial Conditions 

The initial condition of a package can have significant influence on the results of a thermal test. 
Thus_ conditions must be developed to satisfy those sp~ifted by JO CFR '71.73 (see Section 1.4 
and Appendix A). The initial condjtions are those for the sequential 1rop. ~rush, puncture, and 
thermal tests under hypothetical accident conditions. In the following sections. guidanc~ is given 
for developing acceptable initial conditions. 

3 .2.1 Iemueratu~ 
The initial package temperatures must be at steady-slate conditions resulting from an ambient 
temperature and equivalent contents heating. Solar ir: ;olation is not requireo, but can be applied, 
if desired, to satisfy IAEA Safety Standards (see Appendix B). An analysis should be performed 
to detennine if the contents ht1ating is sufficient to have a. significant effect on temperatures or 
temperature _sradients in ~he package during the test. If the contents heating c.bes not have a 
significant eff'ec~ it may be omitted from a test package, bei:3'!1Se doing so would uot enhance the 
capability of a test package to meet acceptance criteria for cor.tainment, shielding, an1 
sub~ticality. The analysis must use an ambient temperature between -29 °C (-20 °F) and +38 °C 
(JOO °F). which is the most unfavorable condiuon for the package (see Section 2.8 for 
recommended supporting analyses). 

If the analysis indicates that contents heat must be included, initial temperatures in the package 
will be higher than the environm~nt temperature because of thennal resistances in the packaging 
between the contents and the environment. Heat transfer from the contents to the environment 
will also produce temperature gradients that will cause thenne.l s1resses in the package. In dais 
cHe. simulated contents heat (e.~., from electrical heaters) must be included. The desiin of 
heaters for simulatinJ contents heaung should be such that the contents heating distribution m the 
containment system 1s adequately duplicated (e.g., in some packages, the contents healing may be 
concentrated instead of unifonnly distributed). 

3 Th~ lhennaJ respon.se and con11inm1:n1 leakage rates of full-scale packages cannot be sa1isfactorily dc1cnnmcd 
from lcsts on scaled models. 



If the analysis indicates that contents heating can be omitted. initial temperatures in lhe package 
should be nearly uniform and equal 10 the required ambient temperature. 

In some rackage designs the outcome of a thennal test is not significantly influenced by varying 
the initia ambient temperature within the specified range (-29 to +38 °C). Jn such cases, the test 
package temperatures can come to equilibrium with an existing ambient temperature, if it is 
effectively steady. To accc,mplish this, the test package may, in some cases, have to be isolated 
from diurnal temperature variations. 

If a specific environment temperature must be created for the tesl package. a method that can 
satisfy the required temperature and the packaging size must be used. Appropriate heating or 
cooJing chambers or blankets can be used when steady-stlii!e temoerature conditions in the test 
package are to be achieved. From any chosen method, nearly un1fonn environment 1emperatures 
on all package surfaces must be att:iined. 

3.2.2 Containment Pressure 

According to JO CFR 71.7J. the initial internal pressure within a containment sysfem must be the 
maximum normal operating pressure unless a lower internal pressure is more unfavorable. In 
some conlainment designs, a milXimum internal pressure is not always the most unfavorable 
condition; that is. a lov--er pressure may result in greater leakage (see Section 1.4). For example., 
some containment system seals depend on an internal pressure being :;reater than the external 
pressure to maintain leak tightness. Therefore. an analysis should be perfonned to determine the 
most unfavorable pressure for containment (see Section 2.8). 

0 

Packages that are to he used for transponing plutonium must have a double containment system 
as specified in JO CFR '71.63. Pressure conditions in test packages having such containment Q 
system must be applied to both containments. 

The internal pressure of a test-package containment system reaches a maximum value during a 
thermal test. This value must not be less than the maximum pressure that would occur in a 
transponation package subjected to the same test. Therefore, the initial pressure in a test package 
must be at a level that will result in this equivalence. In detP-rmining the required initial pressure, 
several possible sources of pressure increase must be consid~red. They include release from 
encapsulat'!d materials, phase change of materials. outgassing, radiolysis, thennochemical 
decomposition and container closure procedures. The transponation package contents must be 
analyzed to detennir.e all pressure sources and lheir contribution to the total internal pressure in a 
containment system. 

1f the drop, crush, and pur"lcture tests preceding the thennal test could cause gases or materials to 
be released from a transportation package contents (e.g .• by rupture of encapsulations), and the 
release would result in mcreased pressure in the containment system, then the selected initial 
pressure for the thennat test must include the effects of the release. Usually, it is ncces .. ary to 
assume that all encapsulations in the contents are ruptured and exi.4iting fluids are released. The 
worst-case accumulation of fluids in encapsulations should be assumed. However, if rupture of 
encapsulations during the drop, crush and puncture tests cause a reduction of pressure, the initial 
pressure for the thennal test must not be reduced to account for the etfects of this reduction, 
except when the reduction causes a more unfavorable condition for containment. 

The gas voh.,me in the containrr.ent system must be equal to that gas •:olume that would present 
the most unfavorable condition for containment dur!ng the thermal ;~ia. 

-10-
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0 When feasible, the required initial pressure can be reached by pressurizing the containment system 
10 a predetennined level with a gas aild then bringing the package to the required initial 
temperature. At this temperature, the pressure should be at the required level A pressure sensor 
may be installed to measure pressures within the conlainment system so that 1he 1n.i1ial condition 
pressure and Sllbsequent pressures can be monitored. However, the sensor must not degrade the 
m1egrity or the packaging or significantly influence heat transfer in the packaging during the 
thermal test (see Section 4.2 regarding pressure instrumentation). 

3.2.3 Con1ents 

During the test sequence, the contents of the containment system musl represent the actual 
contents intended for transport. If the package wilJ transpon a variety of contents, the contents 
that presents the worst condition to the package must be represented in the thermal test. Use of 
hazardous materials to represent the actual contents must be avoided. Ma1erials that are selected 
to represent the act-aal contents should reproduce the following charac1eristics: (1) mass, (2) 
average specific heat, (3) heat generation rate, and (4) pressure generation. 

The combination of the contents mass and avemge specific heat should be duplicated so that the 
containment system response to impact loads and temperature transients will be effectively the 
same as in transportation packages. If the contents heat must be included in a test package. an 
appropriate he:it source must be installed in th~ containment system. The heat source must 
provide a heat rate and distribution that is representative of worst-case conditions in a 
transportation package. Displacement of contents that may occur du~ng the mechanical test 
conditions (i.e., drop, crush, and puncture) should be considered. If tht: displacements alter the 
distribution of contents heat to an extent that increased stresses in the containment system would 
result, then the location of heat sources in a test package must account for the displacements. 

A common method for simulating contents heat in a test package is to install electrical heating 
elements. This requires penetrations through the containment system for the electrical wires. 
However, care must be exercised when designing penetrations so that they do not aller the rate of 
heat transfer to or ftom the test package or degrade its leak tightness during the test. AJso, the 
wires must be supported and prote~led so that they do not fail or shon out during the preceeding 
mechanical tests. 

The contents selected for a test package (liquids. solids, and gases) musL cause pres.;ures in the 
containment system, during a thennal test, to be at leasl as high as would be developed in a 
transponation package during a thermal lest. When analyzing the contems for a transponation 
package, all materials that can increase the gas pressure must be considered. Containment system 
pressure can be increased by materiaJ5 that undergo phase change, decomposition, and outgassing, 
and by increased temperature of contained gasses. An eicception to this requiremenl is when 
containment pressures are expected :o be low enough to have an insignificant effect on the 
outcome of a lest. 

Materials that are corrosive or deleterious 1c any of the con1ainmen1 system components must be 
excluded from test package contents. 

J .2.4 Impact Dama.ge 

JO CFR 'l J requires thal se\)uential drop, crush, and puncture tests be perfonned on a test 
package before a thennal tesl is perfonned on that package (sec Se.:tion 1.4 and Appendix A). If, 
at the conclusion of the puncture tests, there is sufficient evidence to indicate that the containment 
leakage allowance is definitely exceeded, thera the thennal test should be suspended until an 
improved package design is developed. Testing and im,pecting a test package after the puncture 



test to determine if this condition uccurred couJd save time arid expense, though this step is () 
optional and may not be feasible for some packages. 

Inspections should also be performed to evaluate the extent of defonnations or loss of thermal 
insulation. if any. [f they are severe enough that unacceptable temperatures or stresses in the 
containment system will undoubtedly occur during the thermal test. then th~ package design 
should be improved. 

An applicant may choose to perform the drop, crush, or puncture tests by analysis and the thermal 
test by a physical test. A benefit of tilis approach is that only one package may be needed for 
testing. Otherwise, several packages may have to be tested to detemune the onentations in the 
drop. crush. and puncture tests that yield the most unfavorable result. If the drop. tn1sh, and 
puncture tests are pcrfonned by analysis, the test package should be subjected physkally to the 
sequ~ntial drop, crush, and puncture condit;ons at the most unfavorable orientations (The test 
requirements are given in Section 1.4 and Appendix A.) This is necessary to produce the 
resulting deformations or other damast: prior to a thi:nnal test. The analyses may be used to 
determine the package orientations that must be .applied during the drop. crush, and puncture 
conditions to produce the most unfavorible results. If, however. an applicant can clearly Sihow 
that the sequential drop, crush, and puncture tests on a specific package do not significantly affect 
the outcome of the thermal test on the package, then subjecting the package to the sequential 
physical tests becomes optional. 

3.2.5 Qnc.uation 

Duri~ a thennal test, a package must be posilioned in the orienlation (e.g .• horizontal, venical, 
or oblique) that provides the most unfavorable conditions for the package to satisfy the JO CFR 
71 requirements for maintaining containment, shielding and subcnticality. This "rientation may be 
determined by analysis or test. Jfthe test method is chosen, then more than one thermal test may Q 
be reyuired to detennine the most unfavorable orientation. 

3.3 Thermal Conditions 

According to 10 CFR 71.73(c) requirements, a test package must be exposed for not less than 30 
minutes to a fully engulfing, hydrocarbon fuel/air fire of defi •. .::d dimensions or an equivalent 
environment (see Appendix A). The intent of the requirements is to expose a test package to a 
th~nnal environment that will supply a heat flux to the package surfaces that exceeds a minimum 
value. Components of the total heat nux .&om the eng11lfing fire environment are radiation and 
convection heat transfer. 

where: 

Qto1 =i:i -lrad + qCf>n 

qto1 = total heat Hu1' to the package surface (~~Jm2
} 

Qraa :.. radiation heat fluK to the rackage (W/m )
2 qcon == convection heat tlu1' to the package (W/m ). 

(1) 

An equational eKpression for estimating the net radiation heat flux between a radiation sour..:c an~ 
package of uniform temperatures is [Ref. 9): 

grad~-------------
(Ap/ As)( 1/t:s • J) + { l/tp -1) 1- l/Fp•S 
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where: Ap = package surface area (m2) 
As = radiation source surface area (m2) 
~ = view fac1or from package to radiation source 
Ts = radiation source temperature (K) 
Tp ;:;; package surface cemperature (K) 
&s = radiation source total therm3l emissivity (absorptivity) coefficient 
&p = package ~urface total thennal emissivity (absorp_vvily) ~o~cient 
a "" Stefan-Boltzmann radiation constant (S.669xl0 W/m -K ). 

For an engulfing fire condition, 1he value of Ap/As is 1.0, and Fp-s should be equal lo 1.0 during 
any package thennal test. 

Figure 3.1 shows a curve or radiation heat flux, qrad, versus package surface temperaliJre, Tp, for 
JO CFR 71-specified minimum values of radiation source temperature (800 °C), radiation source 
e..·.,if~i"ity coefficient (0.9), and package surface emissivity coefficient (0.8). However, if the 
effective emissivity coefficaent (i.e., absorptivity) ofthe package surface is greater or less than 0.8, 
then the radiation heal flux would be changed accordingly. 

As illustrated in Fig. 3.1. the radiation heat Ouic decreases as the surface temperature increases 
ur.til surface and environment temperatures are equal. At this condition, heat !ransfer to a 
package cease!. Also, the total heat transferred (time-integrated surface heat flux times pack:&ge 
surface area) will depend on the temperature response or packase surfaces to a thermal t~st. This 
response depends not only on the environment and surface properties. but also on the package 
thennal characteristics. For example, packa,e surfaces that heat up rapidly wi11 receive less total 
heat than surfaces that heat up slowly. This is due to a reduction of heat flux as the surface 
temperature increases as indicated in fig. 3.1. 

The intent of the hypothetical accident thennal test is to simulate fire conditions of a 
transponation accident. A fire in this type of accident would probably be a liquid/fuel fire that 
could deposit combustion products on package surfaces or cause them to oxidize. The result 
would be that the effective thennal absorptivity of the package surfaces ~ould be increased during 
the fire. Jf a package is thennally tested in an acceptable fire, the surface absorptivity of the 
package surfaces may be the value resulting ftom the fire. Otherwise, the absorptivity must be 
either that value that the package may be expected to possess in the fire or 0.8, whichever is 
greater (see Section 1.4). Test packages that have surface absorptivity coefficients less than that 
required by LO CFR. 71.7J(c), and are 10 be tesled by methods other than an engulfing fire, may 
be treated so as to achieve an acceptable absorptivity coefficient during a test. An example 
method foi creating high-absorptivity surfaces is to coat them with a black refractory paint or 
other suitable coating. 

An alternate method for treating packages havin~ a surface absorptivity coefficient less than 0.8 is 
10 compensale fbr the low absorptivity by p:-oYJding a radiation source temperature higher than 
800 "C. A relationship of surface absorptivity (i.e., emissivity) to minimum acceptable source 
temperature for the required radiation heat flux can be derived from Equation (2). The 
relationship is illustrated in Fig. 3.2 for a source emissivity equal to 0.9 and package-source area 
ratio equal to 1.0. Temperatures above those defined by the curve would satisfy the required heat 
flux while temperatures below would not. 

An increase of the soi.rce temperature would also compensate for a source emissivity of less than 
0.9. Again, Equa1ion (1) can be used to derive a relationship between the source temperaaure and 
source emi,sivity for the required minumum radiation heat flux. Figure 3.3 illustrates the 
relationship for three values of package emissivity and package-source area ratio equal to l.0. 
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No1e lit Equation ( l) that small changes of the source temperature will cause relatively large 
dianges in heat flux. Also, the pac.Jcage .surface-temperature must increase signific.andy before a 
signifir.ant reduction of radiation heat flux wiU occur. Thus. during rhe initial phase of heating, 
radindon heat flux remains effectively constant. This phenomenon is due to the fourth power 
relationship oftemperatures. 

The convection component of the total heat tlux, qro1, in Equation (1) can be estimated. by the 
following e,cpression: 

(3) 

where: h == col\vection coefficient (Wlm2-K) 
Tr ~ .tire tempetdture near the pack~1e surfaces (K) 
T p "" package surface temperature (K.). 

The convection coefficient specified in the proposed ruling for JO CFR 7 J is 'for purposes of 
calculation ... thal value which may be demonstrated to exist if the package were exposed to the 
fire specified" {see Appendix A). The expectation is that the convection coefficients produced by 
an engulfing fire lest will be at least trus value. Convectio11 heat transfer from a fire to package 
surfaces will occur mainly ftom hot-gas flow developed by buoyancy of hot gases and radial 
inflow of air. These conditions will produce turbulent gas flow on _ _package surfaces and the flow 
structure will be similar to that of forced flow. A convection coeffic'.r~, for these conditioig un 
be estimated using published correlations appropriate to a package 15eomeuy and external fluid 
flow conditions. Appendix C fives example correlations for com·ection coefficienls that may be 
applicable to package surfaces m fire environment. 
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An exampJe of convective heal flux values for a package surface is shown in Fig. 3. l. Nole that Q 
the convection component of 1he tota1 heat flux is significant in the example and should not be 
omitted ftom h~t tr,msfer analyses. However, the value of convective lleat flux is dependent on 
package design, orientation, and surface and environmen1 temperatures. Thus, every test package 
should be independently evaluated to estimate a convective heat flux for each surface. 

The required heat flux. to a test package can possibly be accomplished by several methods, such as 
oven heating. liquid fuel fires, or gas fuel fires. Selection of a suitable method can depend on the 
package size ancl design and on available heating methods. For ex.ample, fire facilities or ovens 
must satisfactorily accommodate a package size and develop the required thermal conditio'lS. 

3 J. J Fire Heatiag 

Fire can be 11sed to thermally test a package. Th~ fire must be from air/fuel combustion of a 
hydrocarbon fuel such as gasoline, kerosene, aviation jet fuel, diesel fut.I, or liquefied gases. 
Temperatures in air-combustion fires using these fuels are typically more than 800 DC (147S 0 F). 
Howi:ver, a fire must be controlled to an extent that it sufficiently engulfs a test package and 
develops at least the required minimum heat flux to the package. Properly controlled fires of jet 
or diesel fuels can provide acceptable tesc conditions. These fires can have a relatively high 
density of entrained carbon particles to provide for a sufficiently high thennal emissivity 
coefficient. 

Gaseous.fuel fires, such as combustion of natural gas or liquefied gas (e.g., propane), have 
relatively low emissivity coefficients because the quantity of entrained particulates in these fires is 
low. If a gaseous-fuel fire should be used, the fire temperature may have to be much greater than 
800 °C io develop the required test conditions. Flame temperatures can sometimes be increaJed 
by controlling air/fuel mixtures. 

The proposed ruling for JO CFR 7 J (and IAEA Safety S\anda1·ds) specifies that '1he fuel source 
shall extend horizontally at leas, 1 m, but shalJ not extend more than 3 m, beyond any external 
surface of the package, and the package shall be positioned t m above the fueJ surface" (see 
Appendices A and B). This aeplies panicularly to pool fires of jet or diesel fuels. Al least I m of 
fire thickness is needed to achieve sufficient opaci1y for developing an acceptable flame emissivity 
in these tires. Pool fires extending more than 3 m may inhibit natural air flow to the fire center 
and thereby reduce flame temperatures adjacent 10 a package. However, low-opacity fires may 
need to be thicker than 3 m and have enhanced air Oow to achieve the minimum required heat flux 
to a package. 

Before using a fire for lhennal aesting, the basic mechanics of fire behavior should be understood. 
Numerous published references con1ain descriplions of fire behavior. For e1tample, the 
characteristics of large, open-pool fires are described in Refs. 10 and 11. This type of fire 
contains large-scale turbulence that produces random temporal and spatial fluctuations of 
temperature and ve:ocity. The fire is also characterized by three descripaive vertical zones 
illustrated in Fig. 3.4 for a JP-4 fuel. They are: 

(2) 

(3) 

the persistent flame zone (orange/red color) where there is an accelerating flow of 
buminJ gases (a characteristic radial pinch occurs in this zone, caused by strong 
radial mtlow of air) 
the intermittent flame zone (orange/black color) where there is intennittent flaming 
and a near-constant t1ow velocity 
the buoyant plume (black color) where gas velocity and temperature decrease. 

An example pool fire is reported in Ref. 10. The fire was developed by combustion of JP.-4 fuel, 
and jt had a 9-m (JO .. ft) diameter base. According to correlations given in Ref. 11, the persistent 
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Fig. 3.4. Test package position in a typical JPe4 fire in qui~ccnt wind conditions. 

zone heig'it was 14.7 m (48 ft), the intermittent -z:one was to 36.6 m (120 ft)1 and the buoyant 
plume reached at least 91.4 m (300 ft). The observed pinch occurred at '\pproximately 2.S m 
{8 ft) and was approximately 20'/4 of the fire base. 

Natural convection, open-pr-ol fires (<10 m diameter) have been created by burning a liquid fuel 
while it is floating on a pool or water. A typical recession rate of a fully-developr.d JP-4 fuel pool 
fire is 6.4 mm/min (0.25 in/min) [Ref. 10]. Enhanced convettion pool fires have been c::reated by 
proYiding iiir flow through pipes lo the fuel surfaoe so that combustion occ:urs etl'ectively 
throughout the fuel surface [Ref. 121 Examples of these two pool-fire mP.lhods are described in 
Appendix D. Both of these example fires would satisfy current and proposed JO CFR 71 
requirements. 

Gaseous•f'ud fires can also be created by using air-fuel mixing burners. How;ever, :nany burners 
may be needed to develop a flame volume that adequately engulfs a test package and provides the 
required heat flux over all package surfaces. 

If thermal testing is to be performed outside. the test period must be during quiescent ambient 
conditions, i.e., when winds are calm and when no precipitation occurs. MMes' breezes (a few 
km/h) can greatly tilt a flame column (e.g., as much as 20Q [Ref 11)) and p~ssib1y reduce the 
flame depth on some portion, of a package. ln fact, large fires can create mode~i. local winds 
caused by the inflow of tree convection air. However, appropriate shields may be used to 
minimize the effects of wind on a test packag~. such as the chimney 1'1•atrated in Appendix D. If 
wind shields are to be used, it must be shown that they do not redui..~ ,he thermal heat flux on the 
test package below required levels. 
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Consideration must also be siven to ambient temperature. Fire temperature~ and evapor..:uon Q 
rate:i; of liquid fuels a~e effected by ambient air tP.mperature. Thus, a fire test should not be ~ 
conducted during e•.nemely cold conditions, su,:h n Y: hen ambient temperature is Jess than 
-15 °C (S °F). 

A means for supportin, a test parkage in a fire must be carefully d~signed. If a stru:ture that is 
not an integral part o a _package desisn is used to support a test package. then the support 
structure must not significantly ir,terfere with a fi~ reaching packa2e surfaces or coriduct 
sig:.;, .. ~ 11,11 quantities heat to or from a package. 

The duration of the fire test is measured from the initial time the test package becomes :fully 
en&'Ulfed in the fire until it is not fully engulfed in the fire. The time for the fire to become fully 
developed must not be included in tht- test c:!uration. A package should be in a fully engulfing fire 
-~or ;1. ~'.!ration that is sufficient to ensure that the requirements of JO CFR 71. 7J(c) are satisfied. 

Tennination of fire heating can be accomplished by moving a package out of the tire. Radiation 
shields may be required to prevent an~• .funher heat transfer from the fire to the package if it 
remains in the vicinity of the fire. Sometimes, the duration of pool fires can be sufficiently 
controlled by the quantity of luel allowed into the pool. Fire hea1ing may also be tmninated by 
interrupting lhc fuel or au supply and leaving the package in place. If this method is chosen, the 
test must be designed to ensure that the package is neither cooled nor exposed to a source of heat 
that would significantly alter natural cooling of the packi!.ge. Also, any combustion of packtse 
materials mu~t not be inhibited and combustion must be allowed to continue until it tennhates 
naturally. 

3.3.2 Oven Heating 

A package may be thermally tested in an oven (or furnace) if acceptable conditions in the oven Q 
can be achieved. An oven must be able to supply at least the minimum required heat flux to al1 

surfaces of a package and allow natural combustion of package materials throughout a test. 
Some ovens can provide a nearly uniform temperature environment; however 'iOme ovens are not 
1.miformly heated and may not provide a uniform temperature environmen\ for a test package. 
Also, some ovens may inhibit combustion of package materials. Before using an oven to 
th.ermally test packages, it o;hould be subjected to qualifications tests to demonsuate it can satisfy 
the requirements of JO CFR 7 I. 73 [Re[ 13). 

A common difficulty in using an oven is achieving an acceptable heat flux to a test package 
throughout the test. If the oven volume is not large compared to the package volume, the oven 
wall te1i perature may significantly decrease after a package is insened into the oven. This would 
be caut ~ by transient heat transfer from the oven walls to the package. It would be an 
unacceptable condition if the total heat transfer to all package surfaces during the test fell below 
the required minimum. To help avoid this poter.tial problem, an oven test-zone volume shouJd be 
at least S tin1es the volume of a test specimen so that the oven will have sufficent thennal 1i1ass to 
keep its wall tern~ era1Ures above a required minimum [Re[ 14]. The acce:,tabi1ity of a particular 
oven for thennliily testing packages must be evaluated on the basis of an oven's capability to 
develop and maintain the required conditions for a S?ecific package. 

The thennal emissivity coefficients of oven walls are usually less than 0.9. A surface emissivi,y 
that is too low can be compensated~ in•:reasing the oven wall temperature ~ntil the required 
surface hes.t flux to a package is achieved. This is illustrated i:1 Fig. 3.3. An alternate 
compensation method is to have a sufficiently large ratio of oven wall area to package surfacf' 
area as indicated in Equation (2). 'Figure 3.5 illustiates this relationship for package emissivity 
equal to 0.8. When oven-wall--to--packase~surface area ratios are greater than thost defined by 
the curve, then the ht-at flux to a package should be more than the required minimum. 

0 



Equation (Z) can be used to estimate radiation heat flux to packa.;es in ovens that have unifonn 
interior temperatures and do not contain non-transparent gases. Should non-transparent gases 
(e.g .• carbon dioxide or water vapor) be present> Ibey will participate in the radiation heat 
tran;fer. This panicipation should be accounted for when cotredly estimating heat fluxes to a 
package. For oven conditions that provide uniform wall and gas temperatures~ spectraJJy gray 
gases, and an area ratio and package-to-oven view factor equal to l.O, the radiation heat flux can 
be estimated by the following equation [Ref. 15]: 

where: 

qrad = 
asp ([Ew +sg(llew- l)](T14 

- Tp4
) - (T g4 

- Tw4
)) 

Ew[I + (1 - eg)(t - sw)Ep] 

Ew = f&g(l - £w) + ew]/[(l - £g)&w) 
~ = &g(l -£_p) +ep}/[~1(1 - tp) + &w] 
T g - gas temperature (KJ 
T p = package temperature (K) 
1 w = oven waJJ temperature (K) 
t:g = gas thermal emissivity coefficient 
£p = package surface thermal emissivity coefficient 
sw = oven waJI thermal cmiss.iyjty coefficient 
a = Stefan-Boltzmann r~diation constant (W/m2-K4). 

(4) 

The contribution that a panicipatins SH in an oven can make to radiation heat transfer is 
illustr11ted in Fig. 3.6. Package surface heat flux curves are shown for three gas-emissivity values 
when the oven wall and package surface emissivities are equal to 0.9 and 0.1, respectively. 
(Clean-burning fuels. such as natural gac, have an emissivity value that is typically equal to 0.1.) 
The curves indicate that a p1111icipatinJ gas can augment the heat ffux to a package. HiF 
concentrations of some pses that contam opaque materials, such as smoke or certain products of 
combustion or dissociation, mfty shieJd a package ftorn radiation and reduce its surface heat ftwc. 
Thus, this condition should be avoided. Sometimes, ovens can be vented to keep the 
concentntion of undesirable gases at acceptable levels and to supply sufficient air to allow natural 
combustion of package materials. However, venting must not be so strong that heat transfer to 
the test package is significantly reduced. 

For many ovens, radiation heat transfer to a test packa11e cannot be adequately estimated using 
simple equations such as Equations ~2) or (4). Non-umfonn temperatures and other conditions 
may exist that are not consi,t~nt With the assumptions in the two equations. In such cases, 
suitable computer heat transter codes may be used. If such codes are not available, one may be 
developed based on a radiation network method of fonnulation [Ref. 9). 

The convection component of heat tlux for package surfaces in an oven can be estimated using 
Equation (3). The Tr value in Equation (3) is replaced by the oven atmosphere temperature. and 
the conve~1on coefficient is estimated for free convection conditions. ThP. mean coefficient will 
be dependent on fluid properties. surface geometry, and the convection velocity. Conditions in an 
oven during a thermal test are exP,ected to develop free-convection turbulent flow on oven-wall 
and packae surfaces. Heat wdl be transfered from oven walls to a package by the free 
convection flow. Correlations or free conveaion coefficients for regular geometries can be found 
in published references such as Refs. 16 and 11. (Included in Appendix Care correlations found 
in Ref. 16.) However, an applicant must derive coefficent values that are appropriate for a 
proposed combination oftest package and oven. Should this task become too difficult. an 
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applicant may choose. instead, to verify that minimum heat flux re11uirements a.re satisfied by 
measuring these values during a thermaJ test or assuming that convection does not occur. 

Gas velocities over packase surfaces in a fire test would probably be greater than in an oven test. 
Thus, convection heat transfer to a package in an oven test would probably be less than 
convection heat transfer co a package an a fire test. Therefore; the oven temperature must be 
augmented enough to compensate for this difference. 

If a packqe is tested in an oven or furnace, an oxidizing atmosphere must be maintained 
throughout the thenna! iest so that oxidation and combustion of package materials can occur 
riaturally as they would iP a fire test. Also, the dfacussions in Section 3.3 on package surface 
treatment and Section 3 .3. l on package support system apply to oven tests. 

J., Final Conditions 

After heating a package in a fire or oven. the package must be left to cool naturaJly (i.e., without 
artificial cooling such as water spray or forced air flow) in the same ambient air lemperature as at 
the beginning of the lest (see Section J .4). Also, it must be shielded from the fire or oven so that 
only coc,Jing by ambient air occurs. In addition, the test package must be protected from 
atmospheric precipitation and winds greater than S kmlh (3 mph). 

The motion of a package during removal from a fire or oven should be slower than che velocity of 
natural air circuration over the package when its surf'aces are at 800 °C (typically I to 2 mis). 
This will enssure that the motion of the package does not create artificial -.ooling. 

According to JO CFR 7 J. "!J(c), •~ .. any combustion of materials of construction must be allowed 
to proceed until it terminates naturally." Also. care must be taken to suppon the package so that 
the natural cooling ability of the surrounding air is not significantly altered. Any suppon 
structure, included only for the test, must not significantly enhance or degrade cooling on any 
ponion of the package. 

The package n,ust be left to cool until all temperatures in the packqe are e.lfeclively at steady 
state. For large packa~es. this may require several days. During this period, containment system 
temperatures may continue to increase before they begin to decrease. This behavior is caused by 
heat transfer to the containment system from exterior portions of a package where temperatures 
may be h:(Jher. 
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4. MEASUREMENTS 

Sufficient measurements must be taken during a thermal test program to demonstrate that the 
required lest conditions occurred. Measurements that monitor the response of the package and 
contents to a thennal test are not required by JO CFR 7 / 1 but they are recommended to enhance 
the evaluation of test results. The measurements may be continuous or periodic during the 
heating and cooling phases of the test to detennine the maximum values and to determine ste~Jy. 
state conditions. Pretest and post-test measurements may also be necessary to verify acceptable 
test conditions and test mults. Typical measurements that may be taken are tem~erature, 
pressure, heat flux. and strain. Appropriate sensors should be selected on the basis of their abih:y 
to provide reliable measurements within required ranges and with required accuracies, and 1-> 
function in the required environment. 

Installation of sensors, coMectors, tubes, or wires must not significandy alter the thennal or 
mechanical response of a package to the tests or degrade containment of contents. Heat 
conduction in wires connected to sensors should be minimized so that measurement errors and 
spurious heating effects can br: minimized. This may be accomplished by using small-diameter 
wires, thennally insulating them. and routing 1he wires through isothennal zones whenever 
possible. Also, instrumentation wires should be protected or routed so that the insulation is not 
da1naged to an extent that electrical shons wculd occur. 

Some of the instrumentation for demonstrating that a package has been ,nerm~ly tested in 
accordance with the requirements of JO CFR 7 J. 73. and to quantify the response of package 
components to the thermal tes~ may have to be installed in the package prior to the sequence of 
tests prescribed in JO CFR 7J.73(c). Thus. not only must this instrumentation survive the 
prescribed mechanical tBSts, but it must also survive the thermal 1..,st. This requirement may place 
constraints on the type of sensors that can be used as well as on the method of sensor output 
transmission. Sensors sbouJd be calibrated in accordance wilh an Jnstrumen1ation Plan (see 
Section 2.4). AJso, aJJ measurements mu.s1 be conducted in accordance wj1h an approved Quality 
Assurance Plan (see Section 2.1 O). 

Tests and measurements in addi1ion to those for a thennal test may be required to deiennine that 
the JO CFR 7 J acceptance criteria for con,ainment. shielding. and subcriucality are satisfied (see 
Sections 1.4 and 5). 

4.1 Temperature 

Location of temperature measurements should be on or near bolts, gaskets, vi11lves, and other 
containment system boundaries as well as throughout the {>ackage (Ref. 6]. The cholce of 
measurement locations should be based upon judgment. expenence, and analysis. Recommended 
overall locations include: the ou~cr package and c0ntainmen1 sys1em surfaces at both ends and the 
middle, and in any materials that could possibly change phase. Several locations around the outer 
surface should be included to enssure that the required heat flux is transferred to ;ill package 
surfaces (see Fig. D.1.3 in Appendix D for example locations). 

If fire heating is employed, measurements should be taken at several locations within the fire to 
determine the magn11ude1 constant/. and variation of temperatures around the package. If oven 
heating is employed, temperature should be measured at several locations on the oven walls for 
the same purpose. 

Typical temperature sensors include thermoc:ouriles and reaistance thermometers [Refs. 16 and 
18). The ~ensor must be well attacha: to a material to accurately measure its temperature. 
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Surface temperature Sel'Jors, like those on outer package surfaces, may require shielding from Q 
convective or radiation heating. Small, metal-foil radiation shields placed over, but not ,, 
contacting, the sensors can be used, provided the shielding does not significantly change the 
surface temperature. However, if the sensor is embedded in the material. shielding may not be 
required. As recommended in Section 2.8, an anaCysis of the sensor conditions should be 
performed to estimate induced errors and expected accuracies. Equations for estimating these 
errors can be found in available publications [Ref. 19). 

To properly measure fire or oven atmosphere temperatures. sensors must be shielded from 
thennal radiation and also be well ventilated so that only the gas temperature is measured. If oven 
wall temperatures are to be rr.easuredt surface sensors must also tie shielded from radiation. 

Color-changing and fusible temperature indic;:ators can be used 10 detennine attained temperatures 
of surfaces. These indicators are specially formulated materials that change color nr melt when 
!\ea(ed to a defined transition temperature [Ref 16). They can be applied as paint, attached strips, 
or a!; a rub-on solid, and they can indicate temperatures from 100 to 1300 °C, in S0--°C and 100-
0C increments, and within ! % accuracy. These indicators cannot be used in place of continuously 
indicating temperature sensors, but they can be used in conjunction with them. If a cobr
changing indicator is to be subjected 10 surface deposils, such as fire soot, a removable cc,afr,6 
may have to be applied over the indicator to pennit acceptable post-test in£pection. Such coating 
must not affect the response ofthe package or the indicator 10 the test conditions . 

., 
4.2 Pressure 

If feasible. the containment system pressure should be measured during a thermal test. This can 
sometimes be ~ccomplished by connecting a pressure transducer to an appropriate containment 
system penetration via a small diamet~r metal tube that is long enough to allow remote placement O 
of the transducer. If desirable. the tube can be connected to an existing penetration (e.g .• for a 
relief valve), provided the connection does not interfere with. or adversely influence, the intended 
function of any package component. The gas volume in the pressure measuring system must be 
smaU relative to the gas volume in a package container (e.g., <S¾) so that a pressure change in 
the container will not be significantly affected by the gas in the pressure-measuring system. Also, 
to protect packag~ materials from additional heating, the tubinp. should be routed and thermally 
insulated in the same manner as temperature sensc,r- wires. 

Pressure transducers may, in some cases, be insta11ed within a package, provided they function 
properly while experiencing the conditions produced by a thermal test Ordinarily, pressure 
transducer calibrations are sensitive to temperature change. However, this type of installation 
would entail routing wires, instead of a tube, to pressure-indicating instruments. 

4.3 Heat Flux 

Measuremer. .s can be made to verify that heat flux on the package surfaces exceed the required 
minimum. tfeat flux can be measured by using total flu" meters (radiative plus convective). 
radiometers (radiative), or calorimeters. 

Water-cooled, Gardou-type meters are commonly used for total or radialive Hux metering [Ref. 
16]. These meters .. ,ay be placed on or near a package to measure heat flux at several locations. 
However, care must be taken not to influence the package surface heating. Also, condensation or 
soot deposition on these meters can cause measurement errors. Thus, this of type meter would 
probably not be suitable for fire en"ironments. 
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Calorimeters (heat•flux integrating devices) have been used for estimating surface heat fluic of 
packages [Ref. IO]. The temperature history at several calorimeter/wall locations and the 
calorimeter thennaf propenies are used with ~ecial computer codes or derived equations to 
calculate average and local heat flux values. If the calorimeter is of similar size, shape and heal 
capacity to a test package and the thennal environment conditions are equivalent, then it is 
acceptable to presume that the relationship between heat flux and surface temperuure for the two 
objects is approximately equal. In some cases, calorimetry may be the preferred method to certify 
fire or oven conditions as capable of delivering the required heat flux to a package. However, 
sufficient supporting analyses and tests are necessar:y to demonstrate that a chosen calorimeter 
design will yte!d acceptable results. An example calorimeter is shown in Appendix. D. 

The location ofhet t~flux measuring devices placed in fires or ovens must be, ~r~fully selected to 
obtain good data. Sensors placed close 10 a test package may significantly influence its surface 
heat flux if the sensor is large enough to significantly shadow the package from radiation hearing. 
However, sensors placed too far from a test package would probably measure a heat tlux thM is 
much different tom that on a package surface. For example, at locations approaching the outer 
edge of a fire, the radiant heat flux decreases. Thus, heat flux sensors should not be placed in dus 
zone, unless a survey of fire propenies is being performed. A similar condition can occur in ovens 
at locatjons approaching unheated waJJs. 

4.4 Strain 

Mechanical strain sensors may be used on compPnenls to estimate local stresses. However, strain 
measurement m rugh-temperature environments js usually difficult, and reliability of the results 
may therefore be questionable. Usually, the sensitivity of strain gauges is temperature dependent. 
Also, attachment of strain gauges can become weakened a1 high temperatures. Thus, strain 
measurements may have to be limited to moderate temperature conditions. Generally, strain 
measurements are not needed if reliable containment system temperature and pressure data are 
obtained and valid material mechanical properties are avai)able. Stresses in components such as 
closure bolts. flanges, and the containment vessel can usually be estimated using these dat:i. with 
appropriate analysis methods. 

4.S Leakage 

Containment system leakage rates must be measured to determine if they are within the JO CFR 
7 1 "mits (see Section 1.4). The leakage rates should be measured using a nontoxic tracer gas 
iT .¢ad of a radioactive material. However, a correlation must be developed to determine the 
· mount of radioactive material leakage that would be represented by a measured tracer gas 
leakage. This can be developed by analysis or test methods. A suitable leakage measurement 
method, and a required instrument sensitivity, may be selected in accordance with the guidelines 
contained in Refs. 20 and 21. 

Containment requirements must be met under all conditions, including the thermal test. Leakage 
measurements during a therm;.i: iBSt are usually not feasible. 1'hereCore, measurements should be 
made before and after the test sequence defined in JO CFR 71. 7J{c). A preferred leak test 
method includes measuring leaka,.e rates while the containment system pressure is higher than 
occurred during the thermal test ,to provide a safety margin). If this method is impraclital, th9 
containment system may be leak tested to show no leakage. A helium leakage rate of 10· 
standard eds at ]-atmosphere gauge pressure is generally accepted as zero leakage condition for 
packages. 
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4.6 Photographic Records 

Phoiographic methods should be used to record test events. conditiDns, and results. For example, 
photos of assemblies or pans taken before and after the thermal test can be useful in explaining 
any changes that may have occurred. Also. a video record or a fire test can be vecy useful in 
establishing that acceptable fire conditionc-. occurred. A video record should cover continuous 
elapsed time. 

4., Auxiliary Tests 

lndependtmt tesls may be perfonned on selected items, such as components or subassemblies, to 
demonstrate that an item can succewi&Uy survive the thermal test conditions. For example, reJief 
valves, rupture discs, presimre gauges, gaskets, O-rings, or containment materials are items th&t 
may be candidates for independent, controlled tests. The objective of the tests may be to 
detennine material stability or compatibmty of items or to measure leak-tightness or seals when 
subjec.ted to selected ranges of pressure and temperature. Demonstra1ing the perfonnancc of 
items in pretests can help establish confidence that they will perform satisfactorily during a 
rackage thermal test. 
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Q 5. ACCEPTANCE 

0 

Pack~es must always satisfy three principal criteria: (I) containment, (2) shielding, and (3) 
subcrit1cality. The intent of JO CFR 71 is to ensure 1ha1 cenified packages be able to exceed all 
acc:eptance criteria by reasonable safety margins, provide for uncertainties, and establish 
confidence in the package design. 

S.1 Containment 

The acceptance criteria for containment it based on a maximum-allowed !eakage rate. Tests must 
be performed to establish that containment Jeakaije rateJ are within the limits specified by 
JO CFR 1/ and Reg,,latory Guide 7.4 (Ref: 21). Guidelines contained in Section 4.S and Ref. 20 
are recommended for performing leakage acceptance tests. As there are many possible mechods 
for measuring leakage. an applicant must chose one that is appropriate to the package design and 
test method. In establishing eq_uivaJence of leak test and pacbge contents leakage rates, an 
applicant should use standards given in Ref. 20 with approval of the regulatory agency. 

5.2 Shielding 

The criteria for shielding are defined in / O CFR 7 I . ./ 7 [Ref. I] which specifies maximum-allowed 
radiation levels on 1111 e>ttemal surfaces of packages. 

The adequacy of a package design to attenuate ex1emal radiation to accep~able level~ can be 
demonstrated by analyses or physical tests. If analysis is the chosen methocl, a suitatle nuclear 
computer code should be used, one that is mature and extensively tested. Eumple codes are 
MCNP [Ref. 22] and MORSE [Ref. 2:3]. 

If pltysical testing is used to demo;1strate acceptable shielding, a complete test program should be 
developed and reviewed for acceptability. 

5.S Subcriticality 

The subcriticality of contents that includes fissile material must not be degraded by the 
consequ~nces of the hypochetical accident tests. At the conclusion of a 1hennal test, the test 
package should be inspected for deformations and other changes that could contribute to an 
decre.tse in the contents subcriticality. For some test packages. disassemblf of package 
components may be necessary. The effects of all relevant changes must be reintroduced into the 
criticality design analyses to estimate a new subcriticality level. Only suitable computer codes that 
are mature and extensively tested should be used to perform criticality analyses. Example codes 
are MCNP (Ref. 22] and KENO (Ref. 23]. Acceptance criteria for subcri1icality are found in JO 
CFR 71.55 through 11.6,. 

5.4 ros&-Tesl Esamination 

When appropriate, 1he test package should be inspected after a thennal test to establish that 
adequate safety margins were maintained. Disassembly and sectioning of selected subassemblies 
may be necessary 10 apply appropriate inspection methods. 
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Ci. REPORTING 

After completing a thermal test program, all lest ~ctivities and results must be documented for 
future reference and review. Material must also be anembled for inc:lusion in the Safety Analysis 
Repon for Packaging (SARP). Topical repons may also be prepared as supponing information 
and to accompany the SARP. 

6.1 Final Report 

A final report eon1aining detailed descriptions of the test program and results should be prepared. 
The report can be a valuable future reference for evaluating the test methods and re.suits. 
Recommended topics to inc11lde are: 

• Item tested 
• Place and date of the test 
• Test organization and observers 
• Test method 
• Test design 
• Test procedure 
• Measurements. instrumentation, and accuracies 
• Results and evaluations. 

6.2 Safety Analysis Report 

Test methods and results must be included in the SARP and prepared in accordance with the 
format described in the NRC Reg,,lato,y Gr,lde 7. 9 [Ref. 6]. 

6.3 Supporting Reports 

Supponing topical reports may be prepared to present greater detail than in the Final Repon or 
the SARP. Subjects addressed in the Test Plan are candidates for topical repons (see Section 2). 

6.4 Notification 

It is recommended that an applicant advise the appropriate U.S. regulatory agency of the time and 
place that a thermal test will be conducted. This provides the agency, or a representative or 1he 
agency, an opportunity to observe the test. 
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APPENDIX A: 
PROPOSED RULING FOR 10 CFR 71. 73 

Thi: NRC published a proposed ruling of JO CFR 7 I in the Federal Register4 for pubtic comment. 
The foJlowing text is Section 71.73 (Hypothetical Accident Conditions) of the proposed ruling. 

(a) Tesl proceduns. Evalualion for hypothetical accident conditions is to be 
based on sequential applfoation of the tests specified in this section, in the order 
indicated. to detennine their cumulative effect on a package or anay of packages. 
An undamasc::d specimen may be used for the water immersion tests specified in 
paragt1pbs {c) (S) and (6) oftbis se~on. 

(b) T,st conditions. With respect to the initial condition, for the tests, e,ccept 
for the water immersion tests, to demonstrate compliance with the requirements of 
this pan during tes~ the ambient temperature before and after the tests must 
remain constant at that value between -29 °C (-20 oP) and +-38 °C (100 oP) which 
is mos1 unfavorable for the feature under consideration. The initial internal 
pressure within the containment system must be the maximum nonnal operating 
pressure unless a Jower internal pressure consistent with the ambient temperarure 
assumed to precede and follow the tests is more unfavorable. 

(c) Tests. Tests for hypothetical accident conditions must be conducted as 
follows: 

(l) Free Drop. A free drop of the specimen through a distance of9 m (29.S ft) 
onto a flat. essentially unyielding horizontal surfuce. striking the surface in a 
position for which maximum damage is expected. 

(2) Crush. Subjection of the specimen to a dynamic crush test by positioning 
the specimen. on a flat. essentially unyielding, horizontal surface so as to suffer 
maximum damage by the drop of a SOO kg (1,100 lbs) mass ft-om 9 m (29.S ft) 
onto the specimen. The mass must consisc of a solid mild steel plate t m (3.28 ft) 
by 1 m and must fall in a horizontal attitude. The crush test is required only when 
the specimen has a mass no! greater than~OO kg (1,100 lbs). an oven.11 density not 
greater than 1.oco kg/m (62.4 lb/ft ) based on extemaJ din;ensions, and 
radioac:1ive contents greater than 1,000 A2 nol as special Conn malerial. 

(3) Puncture. A free drop of the specimen through a distance of J m (39.4 in) 
in a position for which maximum damage is expected. onto the upper end of a 
solid. vertical, cylindrical, mild steel bar mounted on an essentially unyielding, 
horizontal surface. The bar must be 15 cm (5.91 in) in diameter, with the top 
horizontal and its edge rounded to a radius of not more than 6 mm (0.238 in) and 
of a leng1h as to cause maximum damage to the package. but not less than 20 cm 
(7.£. in) long. The long axis of the bar must be vertical. 

(4) Thermal. Exposure of the specimen fully engulfed, except for a single 
support system, in a hydrocarbon fuel/air fire of sufficient extent I! i in sufficiently 
quiescent ambient conditions to provide an average emissivity coefficient of at 
least 0.9, with an average flame temperature of at least 800 °C (1,472. °F) for a 
period of30 minutes. or an,, other thennal test which provides the equivalent total 
heat input to the package' and which provides a time averaged environmental 
temperature of 800 °C. The fllel source shall extend horizontally at leut . I m 
(3.28 ft). but shall not extend more than 3 m (9.84 ft), beyond any external surface 
of the specimen. and the specimen shall be positioned l m (3.28 ft) above the 
surface of the fuel source. For purposes of calculation. &he surface absorptivity 
coefficient must be either that value which the pack~e may be expected to possess 
if exposed to the fire specified or 0.8. whichever 1s greater, and the convecaive 

4- Federol R,iiller, Vol. !53, No. 110 (Wednesday, Jn11e R, 1988), pp. 21SS0•21S81. 



coefficient must be that value which may be demonstrated to exist if the package 
were exposed to the fire specified. Anificlal coolins must not be applied after 
cessation of external heat input and any combustion of materials of construction 
must be allowed to proceed until it tenmnates naturally. 

(5) Immersion - all paclrafes: A separate, undamaged specimen must be 
subjected. to water pressure equivalent to immersion under a head o: water of at 
least 15 ~ (SO ft). For test purposes. an external pressure of water of IS~ kPa 
(21. 7 lh/m ) gauge is considered to meet these conditions. 

(6) Immersion -jisslle material. for fissile material subject to§ 71.SS, in those 
cases where water inleakage has not been assumed for criticality analysis. 
immersion under a head of water of at least 0.9 m (3 ft) in the attitude for which 
maximum leakage ia expected. 
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APPENDIXB: 

IAEA ACCIDENT CONDITIONS 

The following text is taken from IAEA Safety Series 6' and defines the IAEA requirements for 
demonstrating the ability of a package to withstand accident conditions during transport. 

626. The specimen shall be subjected to the cumulative effects of the tests specified in 
para. 627 and para. 628, in that order. Following these tests, either this specimen or a 
siparate specimen shall be subjected to the effect(s) of the water immerston test(s) as 
specified in para. 629 and, if applicable, para. 630. 

6.27. Mechanical test: The mechanical test consists of three different drop tests. Each 
specimen shall be subjected to the applicabJe drops as specified in para. 5486

• The order in 
wJuch the specimen is subjected to the drr : shall be such that, on con1pletion of the 
mechanical test, the specimen shall have ~Jd'ered such damage as will lead to the 
maximum damage in the thennal tesc which follows. 

(a) For drop I. the specimen shall be dropped onto the target so as to suffer the 
maximum damage, and the height of the drop measured fiom the lowest point on the 
specimen to the surer surface of the target shall be 9 m. The target shall be as 
defined in para. 61 8 • 

(b) For drop II, the specimen shaU be dropped so as to suWer the maximum damage onto 
a bar rigidly mounted perpendicularly on the target. The height of the drop measured 
from the intended point of impact of the specimen to the upp,:r surface of the bar shall 
be 1 m. The bar shall be of solid mild steel of circular section. (l s.o = 0.5) cm in 
diameter, and 20 cm long unJess a longer bar wou1d cause greater damage1 in which 
case a bar of sufficient length to cause maximum damage shall be used. The upper 
end of the bar shall be flat and horizontal with its edges rounded otrto a radius of not 
more than 6 mm. The target on which the bar is mounted shall be as described in 
para. 618. 

(c) For drop III, the specimen shall be subjected to a dynamic crush test by positioning 
the specimen on the target so as to suffer maximum damage by the drop of a SOD kg 
mass from 9 m on to the specimen. The mass shall consist of a solid mild steel plate 
l m by J m and sha11 fall in a horizontal attitude. The heighl of the drop shaJI be 
measured from the underside of the plate to the highest point of the specimen. The 
target on which the specimen rests shall be as d"'fined in para. 618. 

628. Thermal test: The thermal test shall consist of the exposure of a specimen fully 
engulfed, e>tcept for a simple support system, in a hydrocarbon fueVair fire of sufficient 
extent and in sufficiently quiescent ambient conditions to provide an average emissivity 
coefficient of at least 0.9. with an average flame tempera1ure of a least 800 °C for a period 
of 30 minutes. or shall be any other thermal test whir.h provideg the equivaJent total heat 
input to the package. The fuel source shall e,aend horiwntally at leas1 1 m, and shall not 
extend more than l m beyond any external surface of the specimen, and the specimen sha11 
be positioned 1 m above the surface of the fuel source. After the cessation of external 

5 IAEA Safely Scriu No. 6, Rqulotlons for the Safe Transport of 11.adioacflw Material, 198' Ed. (as amended 

6 
1990), In~mauunal A1omic 'Energy Ag.:ncy. Vienna (l 990). 
Para. 541 spedfics the test in para, 627(c) is rcqui~ when the package has a mass nol greater lhan 300 kg, 
and an ovenll density not greater lhan IO00 kg/m based on the cic1cmal dimensions, and radioactive c:omcnts 

7 
8fealcr than 1000 Al not as special-form radioactive materbl, or the lCSt in para 627(a) for all other packages. 
A Jla.l, horizontal surf aw of such a character rha1 any Increase in ils resistance to cUsplaccmcnl or dcl'onn.11! ioa. 
upon impild. by the specimen would nol slgnlncantly increase the damage to lhe specimen. 



heat input, the specimen shall not be cooled artificially and any combustion of materials of Q 
the specimen shall be allowed to proceed naturally. For demonstration purposes, the 
surface absorptivity coefficient shall be either 0.8 or that value which the package may be 
demonstrated to possess if exposed to the fire seecified; and the convective coefficient 
shall be that value which the designer can justify 1f the package were exposed to the fi.-e 
specified. With respect to the inhial conditions for the thermal test, the demonstration of 
compliance shall be based upon the assumption that the package is in equilibrium at an 
ambient temperature of 39 °C. The effects of solar radiation may 'be neglected prior to 
and during the tests~ but must be taken into account in the subsequent evaluation of the 
package response. 

629. Waler tmmerston le&t: The specimen shall be immersed under a head of water of at 
least lS m for a period of not less than eight hours in the attitude which will lead to 
maximum damage. l_or demonstration purposes, an external gauge pressure of at least 
lSO kPa (1.S kgt7cm ) shall be considered to meet these conditions. 

630. Waler ;mmer.sion test for pacmges co11tainlng irradJaled nuclear fuel: The 
specimen shall be immersed under a head of water of at least 200 m for a. period of not 
less than one hou~ for demonstration purposes, an external gauge pressure of at least 
2 MPa (20 ksti'cm ) shall be considered to meet these conditions. 
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APPENDIXC: 

CONVECTION COEFFICIENTS 

Should a packaging be subjected to a thennal test by methods other than by an engulfing 
hydrocarbon fir~ evaluation of 1he convection heating component will be necessary. Total heat 
transfer t~ a. teat pack;ig~ fl!U~l be not less than would occur from an 80~ °C engulfing_ fire having 
an effecuve thennal errusslvity of 0.9 and onio package surfaces haYJng an effective thermal 
absorptivity of 0.8. To estim1ue the convective heat transfer in the specified fire and in other test 
methods, suitable values of 1he convection coefficient are needed. They wm depend on a test 
package's geometry and orientation, the convecting gas properties and the nature of fluid flow 
over package surfaces. 

Hydocarbon fueVair fires that are sufficiently large to engulf a test package will include relatively 
high-velocity turbulent gas flowa over the package surfaces as described in Section 3.3.1. 
Usually, ~nelations of convection heat transfer coefficients for forced flow over selected 
surfaces can be applied to estimating coefficient values for package surfaces. However. estimates 
of appropriate gas properties and velocity will be required. 

Packages that are thermally tested in ovens will typically be subjected to turbulent-tree convection 
of oven gases. Correlations of free convection heat transfer coefficients for flow over selected 
surfaces are ususally applied to estimating coefficient values for the package surfaces. Using 
these coefficients, the convective heat transfer <:an be estimated. If necessary, the radiative 
component can be augmented by increasing the oven temperature until the combined conW!cdve 
and radit.tive heat transfer to a package satisfies ti~ JO CFR 7 J. 73 requirements. 

Given in the following sections are example correlations of mean convection heat transfer 
coefficients for forced and free convection, turbulent fluid Oow over some common ~eometry 
surfaces. These correlations may be ap~licable to many test packages; however, at is the 
responsibility of the package designer to find the most suitable correlation for a specific test 
package. 

C. t Forced Flow Correlations 

Turbulent flow normal to a cylinder axis [RefC-1): 

Nu0 = 0.26 Pr0,37 R~0.60 (Pr/Pr
5
)0,2S 

where: Nu0 = Nusselt number. based on diameter D 
Pr = Prandtl number at fluid temperature, 0.6 <Pr< 10 
Pr8 ""Prandtl number at surface temperature 
Rli) == Reynolds nuni~~r, based on diameterD, 11000 < Reo 200,000. 

Turbulent flow parallel to a flat surface oflenqth Lor a cylinder axis oflength L [Ref C-2J: 

NuL = (0.1)37 R~ 0.11 - 871) pr').JJ (C-2) 
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C.2 FrH Convection Correlatior.1 

The followin!S correlations are found in Ref. C-\. 

Horizontal cylinders of diam!:ter D: 

0.387 Raolf6 
Nt1o= {0.60+-------}2

, 10•5 <Rao< ]Oil (C-3) 
[1 + (0.SS9/Pr)9fl6]8127 

Ycrt;ca1 Oat plates or length L: 

where: 

NuL = (Nul + Nut6)116. l < .RaL < 1012 

2.8 
Nu1g--------

ln(I + 2.8/(C1RaLll11)] 

Nu1 = Cv RaL 1/3 

0.671 
c, -------

(1 + (0.492/Pr)9/l6]4/9 

0.13 p~.22 
¼i =-------

(1 + 0.61 pr@.81)0.42 

NuL = Nusselt number, based on L 
RaL = Rayleigh number, based on L 
Pr = Prandll number. 

Upward heated or downward cooJed plates: 

NuL = (Nu,1° + Nur•o,1110. RaL > I 

J.4 
Nu,=--------

ln[l + 1.677/(Ci RIIL,114)] 

Nu1 = 0. 14 RaLl/3 

c1 = (Equation C-7) 

L = (plate surface area)f(plate perimet\!r) 

Downwud heated or upward cooled plates: 

NuL::;:: ch RaL 1/S, loS < RaL <tolO 

0.527 
C -------

Ji - [J + (I .9/Pr)91lOJV9 
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Vertical SYlioders oflenstb L and diameter D: 

NuL = (Equation C-4) 

Nu1 ... Cf(Equation C-S) 

1.8 cf, 
Cr=----

ln[l + 1.8 ~] 

LID 
~ =----

CIRaLl/4 

C1 = (Equation C-7) 

Nu1 = (Equadon C-6) 

C.3 Example Heat Tranfer Rates 

(C-14) 

To illustrate the magnitude of convective heat transfer rates to package surfac~ heat flux valPes 
are computed using Equations C-1 and C-3, which are for forced and tree convection Dow nonnal 
to horizonta1 cylinders. The chosen conditions are 800 ac air, 1-m-diameter cylinder and 5 mis 
fhrced-tlow vefocity. Temperature dependent air propenies are also included. Results are given 
in Fig. C. l, which shows curves of surface heat flux relative to package surface temperature. 

Velocities in Jarge open pool type fires are reported in Ref. C-3. Vertical velocities are related to 
distance above the fuel surface and total heat release by the .fire. The reference includes measured 
velocities in a JP-4 fuel fire from a 9 X 18 m pool. At l .4 m above the luel, the mean gas velocity 
was approximately S mis. Turbulence caused signincant velocity variations from the mean. 

C.4 Rereret1ccs 

C-1 E.C. Guyer, Handbook of Applied Thermal Design (McGraw-Hill Book Compariy, New 
York, NY, 1989). 

C-2 S. Kakac, R.K. Shah. and W. Aung, Ha11dhook of Si11g/e-Phase Convective Heal Transfer 
{John Wiley & Sons, New York, NY7 198 7). 

C-3 M.E. Sc:hneider and L.A. Kent, "Measurements of Gas Velocities and Temperatures in a 
Large Open PooJ Fire:• F,re Technology, Vol. 25, No. I, Feb. 1989, pp. 51-58. 
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APPENDIXD: 

EXAMPLE TEST FACILITIES 

Numerous hydrocarbon fuel fires that satisfy the thennal test conditions have been produced. 
Two example fires are described in this appendix. 

D.l Nat11ral Convection Fire 

A series of pool fire tests were conducted by the Sandia National Laboratories to study the 
thermal response ofiarge cylindlical calorimeters to the regulation fire defined in JO CFR 71.73 
(Refs. D-1 and D-2]. A JP-4 jet-fuel fire wu established on a pool of waler contained by a 9.1 X 
18.3 X 0.9 m (30 X 60 X 3 ft) concrete pool (see Figs. D.1.1 and D.1.2). A 22 cm (8.S in) layer 
of fuel on 66 cm (26 in) of water burned for approl'imately 3S minutes in quiescent atmospheric 
condiuons. 

Large and small calorimeters were placed in the fire to measure their lemperature and heat Ou!(. 
response to the fire. Surface heat flux was computed using measured temperatures at the inner 
and outer surfaces of a calorimeter wall (see Fig. D.1.J) and the calorimeter dimensions and 
thermal properties in a numerical calculation code. Example values or measured fire temperature 
and calorimeter surface heat flux and temperature are given in 1-ig. D.1.4. 
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Fig. D.1.4. Measured firt: temperature and large calorimeter temperatures and heat ftu:s 
(Ref. D-JJ. 

D.l ControUed Convecllon Fire 

Another fire test facility constructed at Sandia National Labo11;t0ries, for testing packages and 
other items, provided a means for supplying air to the center or a pool fire [Ref. D-3 J. The facility 
(illustrated in Fig. D.2.1) included a pool ofJP-4 fuel floating on warer contained in 3-m-diameter 
steel tub. A controlled supply of air was delivered to the fire through a symmetric pattern of 
nineteen 48-cm-diameter air pipes, which passed from an underground plenum upward through 
the water and fuel. The air supply was controlled with inleMunnel louvers that responded to 
feedback ftom a control thennacouple at the level of the item being tested. Test items rested 
above the fuel on a test stand that was centered in the bum tub. An 8•m-higl1 by 5-m-diameter 
steel du1Mey shielded test icems fiom ambient winds and enhanced air draft development. Flame 
temperatures e1'Ceeding 1000 ac (1832 aF) and lasting longer than one hour were produced 
during tests. 
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Fig. D.2.1. Sandia tire tat facility that includes enhanced air feed to a pool fire (Ref. D-3]. 0 

D-1 J.J. Gregory. R. Mata. and N.R. Keltner, Thermal Measurements in a Series of Large 
Pool Fires, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM. SANDBS-0196, 
TTC-0659, UC•7l (Augusi 1987). 

D-2 United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Packaging a11d Transportalion of 
Radioactive Material, Title JO Code of Federal Regulations, Part 7 I (JO CFR 71), Office 
of the Federal Regis1er, National Archives and Records Administration, January 1992. 
(Available from U.S. Govemment Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.) 

D-3 J.A. Andersen, et al., PAT-2 (Pl11tonium Air-Transportable Mcxlel 2) Safety Analysis 
Reporlt Sandia National Laboratorie~ Albuquerque, NM, SAND.,; 1-000 l (July l 981 ). 
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